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1.Introduction 

Software project development is a tedious and complex activity which should be carried 

out in a planned manner to achieve success. IT companies face a lot of problems and losses due 

to software cost overruns during project development process. There are number of issues related 

to cost overruns such as lack of knowledge related to client’s requirements, technology change , 

incompetent team members  , geographical distances etc. 

Software cost estimation is an approximate judgment of cost required to complete a 

software project .It is  defined as “A set of techniques and procedures that is used to derive the 

software cost estimate” 

It is often measured in terms of efforts as Person – months/years. The overall cost of the 

project includes managerial cost , development cost and the cost of resources needed. Here , 

development cost also includes training cost and quality assurance cost.   

Basically software cost estimation will never be exact science because there are too many 

variables such as human , political , environmental , technical .Software development process 

includes complex activities that are difficult to judge. It may also include different development 

environments which takes into account varied number of working hours of the team members  

such as 40+ hrs in North America ,35+hrs in Europe and again 40+hrs in India. 

  Software cost estimation is needed for the following purposes:- 

1) Initial project bidding ,budgeting and planning  

2) Cost control planning 

3) Protects integrity of the project 

4) Suffers from efforts and cost overruns 

5) Faces problems due to unclear requirements, new design , new development tools and 

development. 

 

Usually a software project is viewed as an amount of lines of   source code generated during the 

development process. Hence  , there are three types of software project in terms of the size 

namely small ,medium and large.  

 



 

Figure 1.0 : Classical view of software estimation process (Vigder and Kark, 1994) 

Most of the software cost estimation models views the estimation process as being a function 

that is computed from a set of cost drivers. And in most cost estimation techniques the primary 

cost driver or the most important cost driver is believed to be the software requirements. As 

illustrated in figure 1, in a classical view of software estimation process, the software 

requirements are the primary input to the process and also form the basis for the cost estimation. 

The cost estimate will then be adjusted accordingly to a number of other cost drivers to arrive at 

the final estimate. So what is cost driver? Cost driver is anything that may or will affect the cost 

of the software. Cost driver are things such as design methodology, skill-levels, risk assessment, 

personnel experience, programming language or system complexity. 

In a classical view of the estimation process, it will generate three outputs - efforts, duration and 

loading. The following is a brief description of the outputs: 

 Manpower loading - number of personnel (which also includes management personnel) 

that are allocated to the project as a function of time. 

 Project duration - time that is needed to complete the project. 

 Effort - amount of effort required to complete the project and is usually measured in units 

as man-months (MM) or person-months (PM). 

The outputs (loading, duration and effort) are usually computed as fixed number with or without 

tolerance in the classical view. But in reality, the cost estimation process is more complex than 

what is shown in figure 1. Many of the data that are inputs to the process are modified or refined 

during the software cost estimation process. 

The cost estimation accuracy helps to determine how well or how accurate our estimation is 

when using a particular model or technique. We can assess the performance of the software 

estimation technique by: 

 Absolute Error (Epred - Eact) 

 Percentage or Relative Error (Epred - Eact) / Eact 

 Mean Magnitude of Relative Error 



Each of the error calculation techniques has advantages and disadvantages. For example, 

absolute error fails to measure the size of the project, and mean magnitude of relative error will 

mask any systematic bias. There is a lot of software cost estimation methods or techniques in the 

software industry. Here are a few techniques that will be discussed in this document: 

 Algorithmic (Parametric) model 

 Expert Judgment (Expertise Based) 

 Top - Down 

 Bottom - Up 

 Estimation by Analogy 

 Price to Win Estimation 

2.Review of Research and Development in the subject 

Software development is an expensive process and compared to hardware   expenses, it is 

the major cost for information system budgets. Investigation reports showed that majority of the 

projects end up with different budgets than estimates, 63% over-running them and 14% under 

running them [4]. Therefore, in order to manage the software projects effectively and determine 

economic feasibility and control of project, it is important to have accurate, reliable cost 

estimates [3].Accurate cost estimation is a challenging task in software management. Inaccurate 

estimations (over/under) may cause opportunity loss, nonproductive projects, low quality 

software, less profit products, and even the break-down of the project in the mid-stream. On the 

contrary, with the knowledge of cost of software project early in development cycle, 

management can approve or reject project proposal or rearrange resources accordingly [2], [5]. 

In order to make accurate cost estimations in the literature some models and  techniques 

exists, such as COCOMO, SLIM and FPA. Other than these formal models, some approaches 

depending on expert intuition or guess have also been used, while determining the project cost, 

Studies claim that both formal and expert estimations are beneficial for some projects, where as, 

not useful for some others.  

Although both approaches help engineers to optimize development process, improve 

control over resources and minimize project failure risk [7], it is still difficult to make accurate 

estimation [7]. The reason behind this is that cost estimation is affected by multiple parameters 

related to technologies, scheduling, manager - team member skills and experiences, mentality 

and culture, team cohesion, productivity, project size, complexity, reliability, quality and many 

more. These parameters are not easy to measure and manage and also have positive or negative 

impact on estimation accuracy [7]. 

Many researchers have used different techniques for software cost estimation such as 

judgment based estimation(expert estimation) which is the most commonly used approach by the 

software industry[4].The use of regression analysis is to derive predictive equations for software 

metrics using nontraditional methods like neural networks ,fuzzy logic models etc[9].Analogy 

based methods are the best performers for software cost estimation[3].There is a research which 

shows that Fuzzy logic based systems can deal with imprecision which characterizes the early 

phases of most software development projects[1]. A lot of research has been done using the 

various machine learning methods[2]. 

 



3.Sample Project  Description and Scope  

The sample project undertaken to find out various software cost estimation techniques 

used for estimating cost of small sized projects .  As it is difficult to incept such projects  using 

typical software development models such as waterfall or spiral.  

The sample project has the following preferences :- 

1]The data collected through a rigorous survey is transferred to tables and an excel sheet . 

2]It has been decided to build a model in JAVA using NETBEANS which applies Cocomo II 

estimates for small sized projects . Also an add-in of JAVA , JEXCELAPI  is introduced so that 

linear regression can be carried out on the collected data.  

3] Since the project is small ,detailed design or elaboration phase is not necessary. 

4] The project has time constraint. 

 

4. OBJECTIVES of the project 

The  set of objectives were proposed during project inception :- 

 To identify the estimation processes resulting in systematic lowering of      

             estimation errors 

 To identify which Software Cost Estimation model to use 

 

 To identify factors to improve evaluation and training of people responsible for 

estimation 

 

 To identify the factors that lead to estimation errors which will enable improved risk 

management. 

 

 

5.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

   
To meet the above stated objectives  the following methodology is applied:- 

 

a) A detailed study of recent literature was carried out to find the traditional approaches 

used to estimate the cost of software projects by critically analysing  a variety of research 

papers published in international as well as national research journals , books on models 

and techniques used . 

 



b) Structured interviews were also conducted for collecting the facts where IT people who 

were resistant to give any information in written . Similarly , record reviews were also 

taken into consideration for collecting factual information. 

 

c) A  rigorous survey was conducted where a compact questionnaire was prepared to collect 

relevant information about small sized projects and then distributed to project managers 

,team leaders , senior application developers  and few business analysts. 

 

d) Then the data collected through the survey was pre-processed and made ready  to use. 

 

e) Then a model  is developed using NETBEANS to calculate the cost of software projects 

using  COCOMOII estimate. 

 

f) Also linear regression is carried out on the collected sample data and results are 

validated. 

 

 

6.Work Done During the Project Period, Results achieved  

For the survey , a questionnaire was distributed personally  to more than 300 IT people such 

as project managers, business analysts ,team leaders and senior developers spread across various 

IT companies located in Hinjewadi  and Magarpatta IT sectors in Pune  as well as some IT 

people outside pune were contacted through e-mail. 

 

 The sample size of the responded questionnaire was 150 ,out of which  90 were fully 

filled and remaining were incomplete.  

 

 During pre-processing of the data, relevant fields were considered and 58 projects data 

was finalised for further analysis. 

 

 Adequate efforts were taken to handle the data skilfully and necessary classification is 

done. 

 

 The outcomes of the project carried out are presented in a research paper  and sent to an 

international journal  for publication.  

 

 Details of the questionnaire prepared , screen shots of the model developed and results 

are attached separately  . 

 

PM is calculated by using formula 

       



     PM = A * size ^ E * EM 

 

Here A is domain specific constant ,E is a exponent used for scaling factors while EM is used as 

a product of effort multipliers. 

 

 

                      Table  3.0 The difference between actual efforts and estimated efforts  

Sr. 

No. 

Project-ID KSLOC Actual Efforts Estimated Efforts 

1 P01 4.85 119.5 6.49 

2 P12 4.73 32.5 10.65 

3 P21 4.49 40.3 9.23 

4 P24 3.92 146.8 6.82 

5 P30 4.87 121.9 5.28 

6 P33 3.17 25.2 10.65 

7 P37 2.92 8.4 2.43 

8 P42 4.50 10.8 3.85 

9 P49 4.85 352.8 72.92 

10 P51 5.10 72.5 21.91 

 

 

As shown in the above table,  there is a vast difference between actual and estimated 

efforts. There are The following issues have been observed  :- 

 

1)Not much attention  given to small sized projects as far as project planning is concerned. 

   Usually price to win strategy is applied to such  projects by most of the IT companies. 

 

2)Story points/milestones were decided at the initial stages but not much heed given to it   

   afterwards. 

 

3)Usually small sized projects have fixed cost and complexity level is nominal. 

 

4)Bottom approach is most suitable for small sized projects and review of activity based  

   estimation must be considered to get accurate estimation. 

 

 



 
Fig. 2.0 Comparison between Actual and Estimated efforts 

 

 

 

   
      Fig. 3.0  Project wise Mean Relative Error 

 

The above table shows vast difference between actual and estimated efforts as small size 

projects always suffer lack of planned activity . The following column chart maps the actual 

efforts and estimated efforts. 
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7.CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 

In general, the implementation of this minor research project is done in the best possible 

way within the available time, resources and facilities.  

This being the Novel Project for software cost estimation, most probably FIRST of this 

type conducted using factual data rather than standard data from database repositories. An 

appropriate experience and background is obtained for more detail and systematic work.  This 

project report will definitely help the researchers  as further guidelines. 

An attempt will be made to continue the research work undertaken for this project in the 

form of a more extensive and full fledged major Research Project which will be submitted to 

UGC.  

  

8.screen shots of the  model developed 
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